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to camp life, and especially, it would seem, to trench
warfare.
Perhaps the Spaniards have kept their sanity and their
poise because they find it difficult to take the war too
seriously.   On those fronts, like the University city at
Madrid, where the Government troops were opposed
by the old Spanish regular army, or parts of the Aragon
front which were held by Falangists, the war tended to
become very casual. At one point in the Casa de Campo
at Madrid there is a tiny shelter between the opposing
lines.  A Moor, who had deserted to the Government
side, used regularly to meet a fellow-villager from the other
side, and spend the night chatting with him.   Both sides
felt that it was a shame to deprive a fellow human being of
that great necessity—conversation. The * back-chat * and
ragging between the front lines was incessant   In these
parts the war was very amateur, quite of * the 1900 vintage.*
The only really deep animosity seemed to be against
the Italians,   The Germans somehow did not arouse
this feeling.    Perhaps it was because they had fewer
infantry regiments fighting, and these acquired a great
reputation as fighters.   Possibly because there are a
surprisingly large number of Germans fighting and
living on the Government side. Most of them were pre-
sumably refugees—Jews and others escaped from Nazi
Germany—but many seem to have come to Spain in
the early days of the war.1
There seemed little feeling against foreigners at the
beginning of the war, but the English grew very unpopu-
lar—on general rather than personal grounds—when
it became clear that their Government was deliberately
conniving at breaches of the Non-intervention Agree-
1 A Spanish official told the writer that there were a quarter of
a million former German subjects in Republican Spain.

